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MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, 
COMMUNICATION APPARATUS APPLIED IN A 
MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, 
AND MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION 

METHOD 

[0001] This application is a continuation of International 
Application PCT/JP99/01051, With an international ?ling 
date of Mar. 4, 1999, Which designated the United States, the 
entire contents of Which are hereby incorporated by refer 
ences. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The present invention relates to a mobile radio 
communication system in Which UMTS (Universal Mobile 
Terrestrial communication System) and GSM (Group Spe 
ci?c Mobile) system coexist, communication apparatus 
applied in mobile radio communication system, and mobile 
radio communication method. More particularly this inven 
tion relates to a technology of observing the control channel 
of a GSM system that is another system in the mobile radio 
communication system by making use of an idle period. 

BACKGROUND ART 

[0003] In a CDMA cellular system, because the same 
carrier frequency is used repeatedly in every cell there is no 
need for handovers betWeen frequencies Within the same 
system. HoWever, considering a case such as When existing 
systems are present together, there is a need for handovers 
betWeen different carrier frequencies. Three points pertain 
ing to detailed cases are described beloW. 

[0004] As a ?rst point, in a cell Where there is considerable 
traf?c, a separate carrier frequency is used to accommodate 
the increased number of subscribers, and a handover may be 
performed betWeen those cells. As a second point, When an 
umbrella cell constitution is used, different frequencies are 
allocated to large and small cells, and handovers are per 
formed betWeen the cells. Then, as a third point, there are 
cases of handovers betWeen a third generation system, such 
as a W (Wideband)-CDMA system, and a second-generation 
system, such as a current mobile telephone system. 

[0005] When performing handovers in cases such as those 
mentioned above, it is necessary to detect the poWer of, 
carriers at the different frequencies. To achieve this detec 
tion, the receiver need only have a structure capable of 
detecting tWo frequencies. HoWever, this increases the siZe 
of the constitution of the receiver, or makes the constitution 
complicated. 
[0006] Furthermore, tWo types of handover method may 
be considered: a mobile assisted handover (MAHO) and a 
netWork assisted handover (NAHO). Comparing the MAHO 
and NAHO methods, NAHO reduces the burden of the 
mobile device. HoWever, it is necessary to synchroniZe the 
mobile device and the base station, Whereby the constitution 
of the base station and the netWork becomes complicated 
and large in order to be capable of tracking each dedicated 
mobile device. 

[0007] For such reasons, the realiZation of the MAHO 
method is more desirable, but to determine Whether or not to 
handover, it is necessary to measure the strength of carriers 
of different frequencies at the mobile devices. HoWever, a 
CDMA cellular system differs from a time division multiple 
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access (TDMA) system used in a second generation, in that 
it uses ordinarily continuous transmission for both transmis 
sion/reception. In this continuous transmission/reception 
technique, unless receivers corresponding to tWo frequen 
cies are prepared, it is necessary to stop the timing of the 
transmission or the reception and measure the other fre 
quency. 

[0008] There has been disclosed a technique relating to a 
compressed mode method, for time-compressing the trans 
mission data in the normal mode and transmitting it in a 
short time, thereby creating some spare time Which can be 
utiliZed to measure the other frequency carrier. As an 
example of this, there is Japan Patent Application National 
Publication (Laid-Open) (JP-A) No. 8-500475 “Non-con 
tinuous Transmission for Seamless Handovers in DS-Mobile 
Radio Communications Systems”. This application dis 
closes a method of realiZing a compressed mode, Wherein 
the spreading factor of the spreading code used is loWered to 
compress the transmission timing. 

[0009] The method of realiZing the compressed mode 
according to the above application Will be explained beloW. 
FIG. 13 shoWs an example of transmissions in a normal 
mode and a compressed mode in a conventional CDMA 
system. In FIG. 13, the vertical axis represents transmission 
rate/transmission poWer, and the horizontal axis represents 
time. In the example of FIG. 13, the compressed mode 
transmission is inserted betWeen normal transmission 
frames. In the transmission in the compressed mode, a 
non-transmission period is provided in the doWnlink frame, 
and can be set to a desired period of time (duration). This 
non-transmission period represents idle period during Which 
the strength of the other frequency carrier is measured. In 
this Way, slot transmission can be achieved by inserting the 
idle period betWeen transmission of compressed mode 
frames. 

[0010] In this type of compressed mode transmission, 
transmission poWer is increased in accordance With the time 
ratio betWeen the idle period and the frame (compressed 
mode frame) transmission duration. Therefore, as shoWn in 
FIG. 13, the compressed mode frame is transmitted at a 
higher transmission poWer than the frame in normal trans 
mission. Consequently, transmission quality can be main 
tained even in frame transmission in compressed mode. 

[0011] Usually, betWeen the GSM and GSM, different 
frequency component (control channel) is observed by using 
one observation period (no-transmission period) assigned in 
every one superframe. HoWever, When a mobile radio com 
munication system in Which the UMTS and GSM systems 
coexist is considered, it requires operation for observing the 
frequency components betWeen different systems, that is, 
from UMTS to GSM system. In this case, too, same as in the 
case of observation betWeen GSM and GSM, an idle period 
for observing the frequency component of GSM is set in the 
superframe of the UMTS. 

[0012] That is, for one frame of superframe in the UMTS, 
it is necessary to assign the observation period composed of 
the same number of idle slots as in the case of GSM-GSM 
observation. HoWever, in the existing technology, due to 
restrictions in the error correction code and spreading factor 
for frame transmission, it is difficult to insert all observation 
period in one frame, and there are many other problems. 
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Therefore, a technology for observing the frequency com 
ponent of GSM system from the UMTS is expected in the 
future. 

[0013] It is an object of the present invention to solve the 
problems mentioned above by providing a mobile radio 
communication system, communication apparatus applied 
in mobile radio communication system, and mobile radio 
communication method, capable of observing securely the 
frequency component of an another system from the UMTS 
even When the UMTS and the another system coexist, and 
suppressing deterioration of interleaving performance of 
compressed mode frame in such a case. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0014] The mobile radio communication system according 
to one aspect of the invention is a mobile radio communi 
cation system comprising a ?rst communication system 
employing a code division multiple access method of trans 
mitting frames by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed 
of a plural frames Which expresses a frame transmission 
period, and a second communication system for observing 
frequency component of control data transmission channel 
by making use of a speci?ed idle period, the speci?ed idle 
period being inserted in a second superframe for doWnlink 
user data transmission channel on the basis of the difference 
betWeen the number of frames of integer multiple of second 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in user 
data transmission channel and the number of frames of third 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in con 
trol data transmission channel, error correction and inter 
leaving of frames being performed When the ?rst commu 
nication system transmits the frames, Wherein the speci?ed 
idle period is at most half of the time of one frame that forms 
the ?rst superframe and inserted in the ?rst superframe at 
intervals of a speci?ed number of frames, and Wherein the 
frequency component of control data transmission channel 
of the second communication system is observed from the 
?rst communication system by making use of the idle 
period. 
[0015] According to the above invention, When the ?rst 
communication system and second communication system 
coexist, since the idle period for observing the frequency 
component of the second communication system is inserted 
at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration for composing one 
superframe of ?rst communication system, at intervals of a 
speci?ed number of frames, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed. There 
fore, even When the ?rst communication system and second 
communication system coexist, the frequency component of 
the second communication system can be securely observed 
from the ?rst communication system. Further, deterioration 
of interleaving performance of the compressed mode frame 
during such observation can be suppressed. 

[0016] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, Wherein the ?rst 
communication system is the UMTS that transmits frames 
by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed of a plural 
frames and Which expresses a frame transmission period, 
and Wherein the second communication system is an another 
system that transmits frames by using a second superframe 
of an equal transmission period as the ?rst superframe 
of the UMTS. 
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[0017] According to the above invention, in a case Where 
the UMTS and another system coexist, since the idle period 
for observing the frequency component of the another 
system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration 
for composing one superframe of UMTS, at intervals of a 
speci?ed number of frames, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed. There 
fore, even When the UMTS and another system coexist, the 
frequency component of the another system can be securely 
observed from the UMTS, and deterioration of interleaving 
performance of the compressed mode frame can be sup 
pressed at this time. Besides, in the invention, the ?rst 
superframe corresponds to the one UMTS superframe men 
tioned in an embodiment described later, the second super 
frame to the one GSM superframe, the third superframe to 
the one FCCH/ SCH superframe, the user data transmission 
channel to the dedicated traf?c channel, and the control data 
transmission channel to the common control channel, 
respectively. 
[0018] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the interval of a 
speci?ed number of frames is determined according to the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
the another system. 

[0019] According to the above invention, since the inter 
val of a speci?ed number of frames is determined by the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
another system, the different frequency components can be 
observed completely depending on the difference in the 
transmission period. 

[0020] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the speci?ed idle 
period is placed in the center of the frame that is the unit of 
a superframe of the UMTS. 

[0021] According to the above invention, since the idle 
period is placed in the center of the frame Which is the unit 
of superframe of the UMTS, the interleaving effect can be 
obtained securely. 

[0022] The mobile radio communication system according 
to another aspect of the invention is a mobile radio com 
munication system comprising a ?rst communication system 
employing a code division multiple access method of trans 
mitting frames by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed 
of a plural frames and Which expresses a frame transmission 
period, and a second communication system for observing 
frequency component of control data transmission channel 
by making use of a speci?ed idle period, the speci?ed idle 
period being inserted in a second superframe for doWnlink 
user data transmission channel on the basis of the difference 
betWeen the number of frames of integer multiple of second 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in user 
data transmission channel and the number of frames of third 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in con 
trol data transmission channel, error correction and inter 
leaving of frames is performed When the ?rst communica 
tion system transmits the frames, Wherein the speci?ed idle 
period is at most half of the time of one frame that forms the 
?rst superframe and inserted in the ?rst superframe at not 
necessarily regular intervals of a speci?ed number of slots, 
and Wherein the frequency component of control data trans 
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mission channel of the second communication system is 
observed from the ?rst communication system by making 
use of the idle period. 

[0023] According to the above invention, in the case 
Where the ?rst communication system and second commu 
nication system coexist, since the idle period for observing 
the frequency component of the second communication 
system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration 
for composing one superframe of ?rst communication sys 
tem, at intervals of a speci?ed number of slots, it is not 
required to observe the frequency component by one obser 
vation in one superframe, and the restrictions in frame 
transmission such as error correction code and spreading 
factor can be satis?ed. Therefore, even When the ?rst com 
munication system and second communication system coex 
ist, the frequency component of the second communication 
system can be securely observed from the ?rst communica 
tion system. Further, deterioration of interleaving perfor 
mance of the compressed mode frame during such obser 
vation can be suppressed. 

[0024] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, Wherein the ?rst 
communication system is the UMTS that transmits frames 
by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed of a plural 
frames and Which expresses a frame transmission period, 
and Wherein the second communication system is an another 
system that transmits frames by using a second superframe 
of an equal transmission period as the ?rst superframe of the 
UMTS. 

[0025] According to the above invention, in the case 
Where the UMTS and another system coexist, since the idle 
period for ob serving the frequency component of the another 
system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration 
for composing one superframe of UMTS, at intervals of a 
speci?ed number of slots, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed. There 
fore, even When the UMTS and another system coexist, the 
frequency component of the another system can be securely 
observed from the UMTS, and deterioration of interleaving 
performance of the compressed mode frame can be sup 
pressed. Besides, according to the invention, the ?rst super 
frame corresponds to the one UMTS superframe mentioned 
in the embodiment described later, the second superframe to 
the one GSM superframe, the third superframe to the one 
FCCH/ SCH superframe, the user data transmission channel 
to the dedicated traf?c channel, and the control data trans 
mission channel to the common control channel, respec 
tively. 
[0026] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the interval of a 
speci?ed number of slots is determined according to the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
the another system. 

[0027] According to the above invention, since the inter 
val of a speci?ed number of slots is determined by the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
another system, the different frequency components can be 
observed completely depending on the difference in the 
transmission period. 
[0028] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the plural numbers of 
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the speci?ed idle periods are placed in the UMTS super 
frame and the idle period may be differently set in each 
frame. 

[0029] According to the above invention, since the plural 
idle periods in the superframe of the UMTS are placed 
separately in each frame, the necessary idle duration is held 
in one superframe. 

[0030] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the total of the idle 
period is equal to the speci?ed idle period provided for 
observing the frequency component of the another systems. 

[0031] According to the above invention, since the total of 
the plural idle periods is equal to the speci?ed idle period 
provided for observing the frequency component of the 
other systems, the total idle periods is equal to the obser 
vation duration of different frequencies betWeen other sys 
tems can be held in one superframe. 

[0032] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the frame in Which the 
speci?ed idle period is inserted is compressed and transmit 
ted intermittently. 

[0033] According to the above invention, since the frame 
in Which the speci?ed idle time is inserted is compressed and 
transmitted intermittently, a frame transmission of a high 
decodability is realiZed even When an idle period is inserted 
in one frame period. 

[0034] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the compressed frame 
is generated by increasing the coding rate. 

[0035] According to the above invention, since the com 
pressed frame is generated by increasing the coding rate, the 
compression ratio is loWered, and the number of spreading 
codes of a shorter code length can be suppressed. 

[0036] In the mobile radio communication system accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the compressed frame 
is generated at a spreading factor that is the same as the 
spreading factor at Which a frame that do not contain the 
speci?ed idle period is generated. 

[0037] According to the above invention, since the com 
pressed frame is generated at a same spreading factor as 
another frame in Which the speci?ed idle period is not 
inserted, the interference and noise resistant characteristic to 
the compressed frame is assured. 

[0038] The communication apparatus applied in a mobile 
radio communication system according to another aspect of 
the invention is a communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system comprising a ?rst com 
munication system employing a code division multiple 
access method of transmitting frames by using a ?rst super 
frame Which is formed of a plural frames and Which 
expresses a frame transmission period, and a second com 
munication system for observing frequency component of 
control data transmission channel by making use of a 
speci?ed idle period, the speci?ed idle period being inserted 
in a second superframe for doWnlink user data transmission 
channel on the basis of the difference betWeen the number of 
frames of integer multiple of second superframe expressing 
a frame, transmission period in user data transmission chan 
nel and the number of frames of third superframe expressing 
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a frame transmission period in control data transmission 
channel, error correction and interleaving of frames being 
performed When the ?rst communication system transmits 
the frames, frames being transmitted continuously in the 
case of normal mode, and compressed frames being trans 
mitted intermittently in the case of compressed mode, 
Wherein the communication apparatus comprises a control 
unit for inserting a speci?ed idle period, during the com 
pressed mode, in the ?rst superframe, having a duration that 
is at most portion of one frame that forms the ?rst super 
frame, and at intervals of a speci?ed number of frames, and 
Wherein the frequency component of control data transmis 
sion channel of the second communication system is 
observed from the ?rst communication system by making 
use of the speci?ed idle period inserted by the control unit. 

[0039] According to the above invention, in the case 
Where the ?rst communication system and second commu 
nication system coexist, since it is controlled so that the idle 
period for observing the frequency component of the second 
communication system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one 
frame duration for composing superframe in the superframe 
of the ?rst communication system, it is not required to 
observe the frequency component by one observation in one, 
superframe, and the restrictions in frame transmission such 
as error correction code and spreading factor can be satis 
?ed. Therefore, even When the ?rst communication system 
and second communication system coexist, the frequency 
component of the second communication system can be 
securely observed from the ?rst communication system. 
Further, deterioration of interleaving performance of the 
compressed mode frame during such observation can be 
suppressed. 

[0040] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, Wherein the ?rst communication 
system is the UMTS that transmits frames by using a ?rst 
superframe Which is formed of a plural frames and Which 
expresses a frame transmission period, and Wherein the 
second communication system is an another system that 
transmits frames by using a second superframe of an equal 
transmission period as the ?rst superframe of the UMTS. 

[0041] According to the above invention, in the case 
Where the UMTS and another system coexist, since the idle 
period for ob serving the frequency component of the another 
system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration 
for composing one superframe of UMTS, at intervals of a 
speci?ed number of frames, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed. There 
fore, even When the UMTS and another system coexist, the 
frequency component of the another system can be securely 
observed from the UMTS, and deterioration of interleaving 
performance of the compressed mode frame can be sup 
pressed. Besides, in the invention, the ?rst superframe 
corresponds to the one UMTS superframe mentioned in the 
embodiment described later, the second superframe to the 
one GSM superframe, the third superframe to the one 
FCCH/ SCH superframe, the user data transmission channel 
to the dedicated traf?c channel, and the control data trans 
mission channel to the common control channel, 
respectively. 
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[0042] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit determines the 
interval of a speci?ed number of frames according to the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
the another system. 

[0043] According to the above invention, since the inter 
val of a speci?ed number of frames is determined by the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
another system at the time of controlling, the different 
frequency components can be observed completely depend 
ing on the difference in the transmission period. 

[0044] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit places the speci?ed 
idle period in the center of the frame that is the unit of 
superframe of the UMTS. 

[0045] According to the above invention, since the speci 
?ed idle period is placed in the center of the frame Which is 
the unit of superframe of the UMTS at the time of control 
ling, the interleaving e?fect may be obtained securely. 

[0046] The communication apparatus applied in a mobile 
radio communication system in a different aspect of the 
invention is a communication apparatus applied in a mobile 
radio communication system comprising a ?rst communi 
cation system employing a code division multiple access 
method of transmitting frames by using a ?rst superframe 
Which is formed of a plural frames and Which expresses a 
frame transmission period, and a second communication 
system for observing frequency component of control data 
transmission channel by making use of a speci?ed idle 
period, the speci?ed idle period being inserted in a second 
superframe for doWnlink user data transmission channel, on 
the basis of the difference betWeen the number of frames of 
integer multiple of second superframe expressing a frame, 
transmission period in user data transmission channel and 
the number of frames of third superframe expressing a frame 
transmission period in control data transmission channel, 
error correction and interleaving of frames being performed 
When the ?rst communication system transmits the frames, 
frames being transmitted continuously in the case of normal 
mode, and compressed frames being transmitted intermit 
tently in the case of compressed mode, Wherein the com 
munication apparatus comprises a control unit for inserting 
a speci?ed idle period, during the compressed mode, in the 
?rst superframe, having a duration that is at most portion of 
one frame that forms the ?rst superframe, and at not nec 
essarily regular intervals of a speci?ed number of slots, and 
Wherein the frequency component of control data transmis 
sion channel of the second communication system is 
observed from the ?rst communication system by making 
use of the speci?ed idle period inserted by the control unit. 

[0047] According to the above invention, in the case 
Where the ?rst communication system and second commu 
nication system coexist, since it is controlled so that the idle 
period for observing the frequency component of the second 
communication system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one 
frame duration for composing superframe in the superframe 
of the ?rst communication system and at an interval of a 
speci?ed number of slots, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
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correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed. There 
fore, even When the ?rst communication system and second 
communication system coexist, the frequency component of 
the second communication system can be securely observed 
from the ?rst communication system. Further, deterioration 
of interleaving performance of the compressed mode frame 
during such observation can be suppressed. 

[0048] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the ?rst communication system is 
the UMTS that transmits frames by using Wherein the ?rst 
communication system is the UMTS that transmits frames 
by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed of a plural 
frames and Which expresses a frame transmission period, 
and Wherein the second communication system is an another 
system that transmits frames by using a second superframe 
of an equal transmission period as the ?rst superframe of the 
UMTS. 

[0049] According to the above invention, in the case 
Where the UMTS and another system coexist, since the idle 
period for ob serving the frequency component of the another 
system, is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration 
for composing one superframe of UMTS, at intervals of a 
speci?ed number of slots, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed, and 
therefore even When the UMTS and another system coexist, 
the frequency component of the another system can be 
securely observed from the UMTS, and deterioration of 
interleaving performance of the compressed mode frame can 
be suppressed. Besides, according to the invention, the ?rst 
superframe corresponds to the one UMTS superframe men 
tioned in the embodiment described later, the second super 
frame to the one GSM superframe, the third superframe to 
the one FCCH/SCH superframe, the user data transmission 
channel to the dedicated traf?c channel, and the control data 
transmission channel to the common control channel, 
respectively. 
[0050] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit determines the 
interval of a speci?ed number of frames according to the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
the another system. 

[0051] According to the above invention, since the inter 
val of a speci?ed number of slots is determined by the 
difference in the transmission period betWeen the UMTS and 
another system at the time of controlling, different frequency 
components can be observed completely depending on the 
difference in the transmission period. 

[0052] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit provides the speci 
?ed idle period at many places in the UMTS superframe and 
the sets each idle period differently in each frame. 

[0053] According to the above invention, since plural idle 
periods are disposed in each frame in the superframe of the 
UMTS at the time of controlling, a necessary idle duration 
can be held in one superframe. 

[0054] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
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aspect of the invention, the control unit sets the idle period 
in such a Way that the total of then is equal to the speci?ed 
idle duration provided for observing the frequency compo 
nent betWeen the another systems. 

[0055] According to the above invention, since the total of 
the plural idle periods is set equal to the speci?ed idle 
duration provided for observing the frequency component 
betWeen the other systems at the time of controlling, an idle 
duration equal to observation of different frequencies, 
betWeen other systems can be held in one superframe. 

[0056] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit increases the coding 
rate When generating the compressed frame. 

[0057] According to the above invention, since the com 
pressed frame is generated by increasing the coding rate at 
the time of controlling, the compression ratio is loWered, and 
the number of spreading codes of a shorter code length can 
be suppressed. 

[0058] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit sets a spreading 
factor When generating the compressed mode frame that is 
the same as the spreading factor at Which a frame that do not 
contain the speci?ed idle period is generated. 

[0059] According to the above invention, since the com 
pressed frame is generated at a same spreading factor as 
another frame in Which the speci?ed idle period is not 
inserted at the time of controlling, the interference and noise 
resistant characteristic of the compressed frame is assured. 

[0060] In the communication apparatus applied in a 
mobile radio communication system according to another 
aspect of the invention, the control unit increases the average 
transmission poWer during the compressed mode. 

[0061] According to the above invention, since the aver 
age transmission poWer is increased in the compressed mode 
at the time of controlling, the characteristic deterioration 
may be suppressed to a minimum limit. 

[0062] The mobile radio communication method accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention is a mobile radio 
communication method, applied in a mobile radio commu 
nication system having, a ?rst communication system 
employing a code division multiple access method of trans 
mitting frames by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed 
of a plural frames and Which expresses a frame transmission 
period, and a second communication system for observing 
frequency component of control data transmission channel 
by making use of a speci?ed idle period, the speci?ed idle 
period being inserted in a second superframe for doWnlink 
user data transmission channel on the basis of the difference 
betWeen the number of frames of integer multiple of second 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in user 
data transmission channel and the number of frames of third 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in con 
trol data transmission channel, error correction and inter 
leaving of frames being performed When the ?rst commu 
nication system transmits the frames, frames being 
transmitted continuously in the case of normal mode, and 
compressed frames being transmitted intermittently in the 
case of compressed mode, the method comprising a ?rst step 
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of compressing frames to be transmitted intermittently dur 
ing the compressed mode, and a second step of transmitting 
the frames compressed in the ?rst step intermittently by 
inserting a speci?ed idle period, in the ?rst superframe, 
having a duration that is at most portion of one frame that 
forms the ?rst superframe, and at intervals of a speci?ed 
number of frames determined by the relation of the frame 
structure betWeen the ?rst communication system and the 
second communication system, and the frequency compo 
nent of control data transmission channel of the second 
communication system being observed from the ?rst com 
munication system by making use of the speci?ed idle 
period inserted in the second step. 

[0063] According to the above invention, by compressing 
the frames transmitted intermittently at the time of com 
pressed mode, and inserting an idle period for observing the 
frequency component of the second communication system 
at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration for composing the 
superframe of the ?rst communication system in the super 
frame of the ?rst communication system and at an interval 
of a speci?ed number of frames determined by the relation 
of the frame structure betWeen the ?rst communication 
system and second communication system, since the step for 
transmitting intermittently the compressed frames is set up, 
it is not required to observe the frequency component by one 
observation in one superframe, and the restrictions in frame 
transmission such as error correction code and spreading 
factor can be satis?ed. Therefore even When the ?rst com 
munication system and second communication system coex 
ist, the frequency component of the second communication 
system can be securely observed from the ?rst communica 
tion system. Further, deterioration of interleaving perfor 
mance of the compressed mode frame during such obser 
vation can be suppressed. 

[0064] The mobile radio communication method accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention is a mobile radio 
communication method, applied in a mobile radio commu 
nication system having, a ?rst communication system 
employing a code division multiple access method of trans 
mitting frames by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed 
of a plural frames and Which expresses a frame transmission 
period, and a second communication system for observing 
frequency component of control data transmission channel 
by making use of a speci?ed idle period, the speci?ed idle 
period being inserted in a second superframe for doWnlink 
user data transmission channel on the basis of the difference 
betWeen the number of frames of integer multiple of second 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in user 
data transmission channel and the number of frames of third 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period in con 
trol data transmission channel, error correction and inter 
leaving of frames being performed When the ?rst commu 
nication system transmits the frames, frames being 
transmitted continuously in the case of normal mode, and 
compressed frames being transmitted intermittently in the 
case of compressed mode, the method comprising a ?rst step 
of compressing frames to be transmitted intermittently dur 
ing the compressed mode, and a second step of transmitting 
the frames compressed in the ?rst step intermittently by 
inserting a speci?ed idle period, in the ?rst superframe, 
having a duration that is at most half of one frame that forms 
the ?rst superframe, and at intervals of a speci?ed number 
of slots determined by the relation of the frame structure 
betWeen the ?rst communication system and the second 
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communication system, and the frequency component of 
control data transmission channel of the second communi 
cation system being observed from the ?rst communication 
system by making use of the speci?ed idle period inserted in 
the second step. 

[0065] According to the above invention, by compressing 
the frames transmitted intermittently at the time of com 
pressed mode, and inserting an idle period for observing the 
frequency component of the second communication system 
at most in 1/2 time of one frame duration for composing the 
superframe of the ?rst communication system in the super 
frame of the ?rst % communication system and at an interval 
of a speci?ed number of slots determined by the relation of 
the frame structure betWeen the ?rst communication system 
and second communication system, since the step for trans 
mitting intermittently the compressed frames is set up, it is 
not required to observe the frequency component by one 
observation in one superframe, and the restrictions in frame 
transmission such as error correction code and spreading 
factor can be satis?ed. Therefore even When the ?rst com 
munication system and second communication system coex 
ist, the frequency component of the second communication 
system can be securely observed from the ?rst communica 
tion system. Further, deterioration of interleaving perfor 
mance of the compressed mode frame during such obser 
vation can be suppressed. 

[0066] In the mobile radio communication method in 
another aspect of the invention, the ?rst communication 
system is the UMTS that transmits frames by using a ?rst 
superframe expressing a frame transmission period, Wherein 
the ?rst communication system is the UMTS that transmits 
frames by using a ?rst superframe Which is formed of a 
plural frames, and Which expresses a frame transmission 
period, and Wherein the second communication system is an 
another system that transmits frames by using a second 
superframe of an equal transmission period as the ?rst 
superframe of the UMTS. 

[0067] According to the above invention, in particular, in 
the case Where the UMTS and another system coexist, since 
the idle period for observing the frequency component of the 
another system is inserted at most in 1/2 time of one frame 
duration for composing one superframe of UMTS, at inter 
vals of a speci?ed number of frames or at an interval of a 
speci?ed number of slots, it is not required to observe the 
frequency component by one observation in one superframe, 
and the restrictions in frame transmission such as error 
correction code and spreading factor can be satis?ed, and 
therefore even When the UMTS and another system coexist, 
the frequency component of the another system can be 
securely observed from the UMTS, and deterioration of 
interleaving performance of the compressed mode frame can 
be suppressed. Besides, according to the invention, the ?rst 
superframe corresponds to the one UMTS superframe men 
tioned in the embodiment described later, the second super 
frame to the one GSM superframe, the third superframe to 
the one FCCH/ SCH superframe, the user data transmission 
channel to the dedicated traf?c channel, and the control data 
transmission channel to the common control channel, 
respectively. 
[0068] In the mobile radio communication method accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the compressed 
frames are generated in the ?rst step by increasing the 
coding rate. 
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[0069] According to the above invention, since the com 
pressed frame is generated by increasing the coding rate at 
this step, the compression ratio is loWered, and the number 
of spreading codes of a shorter code length can be sup 
pressed. 
[0070] In the mobile radio communication method accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, the compressed frame 
is generated in the ?rst step at a spreading factor that is the 
same as the spreading factor at Which a frame that do not 
contain the speci?ed idle period is generated. 

[0071] According to the above invention, since the com 
pressed frame is generated at a same spreading factor as 
another frame in Which the speci?ed idle period is not 
inserted at this step, the interference and noise resistant 
characteristic to the compressed frame is assured. 

[0072] In the mobile radio communication method accord 
ing to another aspect of the invention, average transmission 
poWer is increased in the second step during the compressed 
mode. 

[0073] According to the above invention, since the aver 
age transmission poWer is increased in the compressed mode 
at this step, the characteristic deterioration may be sup 
pressed to a minimum limit. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0074] FIG. 1 shoWs a frame format applied in a GSM 
system, FIG. 1(a) is a diagram for explaining the frame 
format of dedicated traf?c channel, and FIG. 1(b) is a 
diagram for explaining the frame format of common control 
channel; 

[0075] FIG. 2 is a diagram for explaining the observation 
period of GSM superframe applied in the GSM system; 

[0076] FIG. 3 shoWs an observation method of different 
frequency components betWeen GSM and GSM, FIG. 3(a) 
is a diagram for explaining the frame format of common 
control channel, FIG. 3(b) is a diagram for explaining the 
frame format of dedicated tra?ic channel in relation to the 
common control channel, and FIG. 3(c) is a diagram for 
explaining the observation period inserted in every GSM 
superframe; 

[0077] FIG. 4 is a diagram for explaining an observation 
method in the GSM system; 

[0078] FIG. 5 shoW a frame format applied in the UMTS, 
FIG. 5(a) is a diagram for explaining the frame format of 
dedicated traf?c channel applied in the GSM system, and 
FIG. 5(b) is a diagram for explaining the format of super 
frame of UMTS; 

[0079] FIG. 6 shoWs an observation method of different 
frequency components betWeen GSM and UMTS, FIG. 6(a) 
is a diagram for explaining the frame format of common 
control channel applied in the GSM system, FIG. 6(b) is a 
diagram for explaining the relation of superframe betWeen 
the UMTS and GSM systems, and FIG. 6(c) is a diagram for 
explaining the observation period inserted in every super 
frame in the UMTS; 

[0080] FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining the frame 
transmission of doWnlink according to a ?rst embodiment 
of the invention; 
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[0081] FIG. 8 is a block diagram shoWing a mobile radio 
communication system according to the ?rst embodiment of 
the invention; 

[0082] FIG. 9 is a ?owchart for explaining the transmis 
sion operation in compressed mode according to the ?rst 
embodiment of the invention; 

[0083] FIG. 10 is a ?owchart for explaining the reception 
operation in compressed mode according to the ?rst embodi 
ment of the invention; 

[0084] FIG. 11 is a diagram for explaining the frame 
transmission of doWnlink according to a second embodiment 
of the invention; 

[0085] FIG. 12 is a diagram for explaining the frame 
transmission of doWnlink according to a third embodiment 
of the invention; and 

[0086] FIG. 13 is a diagram for explaining the frame 
transmission of doWnlink in a prior art. 

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE 
INVENTION 

[0087] Referring noW to the accompanying draWings, pre 
ferred embodiments of mobile radio communication system, 
communication apparatus applied in mobile radio commu 
nication system, and mobile radio communication method, 
of the invention are described in detail beloW. 

[0088] First, the principle of a ?rst embodiment of the 
invention is described. In the ?rst embodiment of the inven 
tion, a mobile radio communication system in Which UMTS 
and GSM systems coexist is presented as an example. To 
begin With, the existing system, GSM system, is explained. 
FIG. 1 shoWs a frame format applied in the GSM system. 
More speci?cally, FIG. 1(a) is a diagram for explaining the 
frame format of dedicated traf?c channel, and FIG. 1(b) is a 
diagram for explaining the frame format of common control 
channel. 

[0089] In the GSM system, TACH (Traf?c and Associated 
Channel) is de?ned as the dedicated tra?ic channel, and 
FCCH (Frequency Correction Channel) and SCH (Synchro 
niZation Channel) are de?ned as the common control chan 
nel. In the dedicated traf?c channel TACH, as shoWn in FIG. 
1(a), the period of transmitting the transmission unit of 
frame from #1 to #26 is designated as one GSM superframe. 
One frame has a duration of 8 BP (burst period). One BP is 
0.577 ms. Therefore, one GSM superframe has a transmis 
sion period of 120 ms. In the common control channel 
FCCH/SCH, as shoWn in FIG. 1(b), the period of transmit 
ting 8 BP frame from #1 to #51 is one FCCH/SCH super 
frame. 

[0090] The observation method of different frequency 
components betWeen GSM and GSM is described next. FIG. 
2 is a diagram for explaining the observation period of GSM 
superframe applied in the GSM system. FIG. 3 shoWs an 
observation method of different frequency components 
betWeen GSM and GSM. More speci?cally, FIG. 3(a) is a 
diagram for explaining the frame format of common control 
channel. FIG. 3(b) is a diagram for explaining the frame 
format of dedicated traf?c channel in relation to the common 
control channel. FIG. 3(c) is a diagram for explaining the 
observation period inserted in every GSM superframe. FIG. 
4 is a diagram for explaining an observation example in the 
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dedicated traf?c channel of the GSM system. This FIG. 4 is 
disclosed in the publication “The GSM System for Mobile 
Communication” by Michel MOULY and Marie-Bemadette 
PAUTET (international standard book number 2-9507190 
0-7). 
[0091] In the GSM system, the no-transmission, period 
(idle period) assigned for one GSM superframe is 12 BP 
(=6.9 ms) as shoWn in FIG. 2. At the time of handover, 
different frequency component (control channel) of another 
GSM system is observed and detected by making use of this 
no-transmission period. The FCCH/ SCH superframe is com 
posed of 51 frames (see FIG. 3(a)). On the contrary, the 
GSM superframe (see FIG. 3(b)) has 52 frames in tWo 
periods. Comparing these tWo superframes, therefore, there 
is a difference of one frame. That is, the FCCH/SCH 
superframe is short of one frame. Since the observation 
period is once in one GSM superframe, in tWo GSM 
superframes, the frequency is observed and detected tWo 
times (see FIG. 3(0)). 

[0092] This observation and detection procedure is shoWn 
in FIG. 4. There is a difference of one frame betWeen one 
FCCH/ SCH superframe in common control channel and tWo 
GSM superframes in dedicated tra?ic. The position of the 
observation period assigned for one GSM superframe is 
?xed in the dedicated traf?c channel TACH/F. Therefore, 
frequency is observed in a speci?ed frame of every GSM 
superframe. When the FCCH/SCH superframe is composed 
of the same number of frames as the tWo GSM superframes, 
the same frame number is observed betWeen GSM and GSM 
all the time. HoWever, since there is a difference of one 
frame betWeen FCCH/ SCH superframe and tWo GSM super 
frames, observation is shifted by one frame each in every 
observation. 

[0093] Incidentally, one FCCH/ SCH superframe corre 
sponds to tWo periods of GSM superframe so that the 
frequency is observed and detected tWice in every one 
FCCH/ SCH superframe. That is, the time difference in this 
pair of observation periods is one GSM superframe, and the 
pair of observations progress in a form shifted by one period 
of one GSM superframe. Therefore, in a frequency handover 
betWeen GSM and GSM, the frequency is observed and 
detected in such a manner that the timing of the observation 
and detection is shifted tWice in every one period of FCCH/ 
SCH superframe and by one frame each in every one period. 

[0094] The next-generation system, UMTS, is explained 
beloW. FIG. 5 shoWs a frame format applied in the UMTS. 
More speci?cally, FIG. 5(a) is a diagram for explaining the 
frame format of dedicated traf?c channel applied in the GSM 
system. FIG. 5(b) is a diagram for explaining the format of 
superframe of UMTS. 

[0095] In the GSM system, in the dedicated traf?c channel 
TACH mentioned above, as shoWn in FIG. 5(a), the period 
of transmitting the frames, Which is the unit of transmission, 
from #1 to #26 is designated as one GSM superframe. One 
frame has duration of 8 BP (burst period). In the UMTS, on 
the other hand, the UMTS superframe is composed of the 
same period as in this GSM superframe. That is, in the 
UMTS, in all channels, as shoWn in FIG. 5 (b), the period of 
transmitting frames from #1 to #12, each having duration of 
10 ms, is one UMTS superframe. 

[0096] The observation method of different frequency 
components betWeen GSM and UMTS is described next. 
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FIG. 6 shoWs the observation method of different frequency 
components betWeen GSM and UMTS. More speci?cally, 
FIG. 6(a) is a diagram for explaining the frame format of 
common control channel applied in the GSM system. FIG. 
6(b) is a diagram for explaining the relation of superframe 
betWeen the UMTS and GSM systems. FIG. 6(c) is a 
diagram for explaining the observation period inserted in 
every superframe in the UMTS. 

[0097] As mentioned above, the FCCH/SCH superframe 
is composed of 51 frames (see FIG. 6(a)). On the contrary, 
the GSM superframe has 52 frames in tWo periods (see FIG. 
3 (b)). The GSM superframe and UMTS superframe are 
equal in the duration of one period. Therefore, the relation 
betWeen the FCCH/ SCH superframe and the UMTS super 
frame coincides With the relation betWeen the FCCH/SCH 
superframe and the GSM superframe explained above. That 
is, there is a difference of one frame in the FCCH/SCH 
superframe and tWo UMTS superframes (see FIG. 6 (b)). 

[0098] Herein, in frequency handover betWeen UMTS and 
GSM, in order to obtain the same function as in frequency 
handover betWeen GSM and GSM mentioned above, obser 
vation period of about 6.9 ms is required in one UMTS 
superframe. Accordingly, as shoWn in FIG. 6 (c), observa 
tion and detection is carried out tWice in tWo UMTS super 
frames. Only When 12 BP=6.9 ms, it is same as the handover 
betWeen GSM and GSM. 

[0099] In this handover betWeen UMTS and GSM, hoW 
ever, due to restrictions of error correction code and spread 
ing factor, it is impossible to assign all necessary observation 
period for one frame in one superframe. That is, the opera 
tion for increasing the coding rate of the error correction 
code cannot be increased more than the number of infor 
mation bits of the non-coding case. Further, in the UMTS, 
the frame length is 10 ms, and since the no-transmission 
period of about 6.9 ms for observation of different frequency 
components is more than half of the frame length, deterio 
ration of interleaving performance is predicted. Further, in 
order to prepare the no-transmission period of about 6.9 ms 
in one frame, it is required to reduce the transmission period 
to about 3.1 ms. Therefore the transmission poWer in the 
compressed mode transmission should be increased. This 
results in a problem that the interference poWer on another 
channels is instantly increased. 

[0100] It may be hence considered to observe and detect 
different frequency components in one UMTS superframe 
by dividing in plural times. In this case, the time perfor 
mance for compensating for control channel of GSM chan 
nel is same as When preparing an observation period once in 
every one UMTS superframe. Consequently, the number of 
idle slots for obtaining one observation period can be set 
smaller than in the case betWeen GSM and GSM. The idle 
slots can be generated by using punctured code or higher 
coding rate of error correction coding. 

[0101] In the ?rst embodiment, the frequency is observed 
and detected tWice in every one UMTS superframe. Hence, 
in tWo UMTS superframes, the frequency is observed and 
detected four times. 

[0102] The observation and detection method is explained 
by referring to FIG. 7. FIG. 7 is a diagram for explaining the 
frame transmission of doWnlink in the ?rst embodiment of 
the invention. In FIG. 7, the axis of ordinates denotes the 




















